**POWER CABLES**

#307 EXTREME

- For the cable materials, isolator is very important as much as the conductor. The P.S. #307 uses Electro-Magnetic Wave Absorbing Material for Outer Sheath. This material reduces the Radiated Electronic Magnetic Waves from the Electric Current of the Conductor, as much as noise coming from the outside that is very harmful for the purity of the Electric Current.

**#307 EXTREME Sectional Drawing**

- Audio Grade High Quality PVC (Duct approved)
- Electro-Magnetic Wave Absorbing Material (Air Core, 1.4mm)
- Conductor: 1.58mm² x 10 Strands - HIGH GRADE OFC
- Sectional Area: 0.085 x 105 = 0.865mm² x 1.4

307 BASIC

- This POWER STRADA 7 PRO is upper version of POWER STRADA 3 PRO using Power Strada #307 Cable & New Female Connector.

P.S. "J" is finished with FRUTEC's High Quality Plug Set (F148 series) and Black/Transparent Mesh sheath to obtain High Quality Performance. You will satisfy with the Deep Sound Image with your Audio System.

POWER STRADA 7J

NEW

POWER STRADA #308

- Our First Power Cable with DC-Plating C Conductor soaked with Gold/Silver nano Colloid Liquid

POWER STRADA #308 is also recommendable as SPEAKER CABLES “VERY MUCH”

**POWER STRADA #308 Sectional Drawing**

- Audio Grade High Quality PVC (Duct approved)
- Audio Grade High Quality PVC (Duct approved)
- Conductor: 1 x 1.4mm² x 10 Strands - DC-Plating C
- Sectional Area: 0.085 x 105 = 0.865mm² x 1.4

POWER STRADA #309

“Mission Impossible”

POWER STRADA 91

POWER STRADA 9E

POWER STRADA 9EK

PS9E-38R

- PS9E-38R is推荐 product with High Quality Power Cable with High Quality Male/Female plug set